ABSTRACT We live in a complex economic system where externalities play a key role in fostering growth in complexity through increasing interdependence of interacting agents. This study tests this hypothesis for the case of Colombia. We ask whether knowledge externalities lead to growth in economic complexity. If yes, which variety of knowledge externalitiesMarshall-Arrow-Romer (MAR), Porter or Jacobs? Results from our empirical investigation uphold the MAR theories of externalities or intra-industrial externalities, which are maximized with high local specialization 1 and local monopoly. A pattern of convergence in economic complexity of Colombian municipalities emerges from our results, supporting Schumpeterian growth theories, which advocate that knowledge externalities drive convergence. This is in line with the recent macroeconomic trends of the Colombian economy, which is suffering from "Dutch disease" leading to a contraction in its domestic economy. We show that knowledge externalities are a mechanism through which convergence dynamics are brought about and fostered in the domestic economy.
Introduction
T he study of complex systems has brought a renewed focus on the role of externalities. The "divergence between social and private costs or benefits" affecting other agents in the system or other subsystems necessitates the understanding of the whole system to which they are endogenous. Brewer (1973) suggests the following in his analysis of social systems: "Because social systems exhibit properties of organized complexity (our emphasis), perturbations at one point in a structure may have effects elsewhere. Participants often perceive these effects as occurring 'outside' of their particular system, and almost as often, are surprised by these externalities".
More recently, Antonelli (2011) argues that the "new growth theory" that builds upon Arrow's (1962) legacy fails to appreciate the endogenous, idiosyncratic and dynamic character of knowledge spillovers 2 . Starting from this gap in the literature, the motivation of this study is then twofold: on one hand, it attempts an in-depth analysis of the notion of externalities and on the other, it attempts to understand their role in a "complexity framework". We focus on each of these three characteristics (endogeneity, idiosyncrasy and dynamism) in proposing such a framework. Specifically, we test if knowledge externalities lead to growth in economic complexity.
The literature on positive knowledge externalities has drawn particular attention towards their role in fostering growth, particularly in cities (Jacobs, 1970; Bairoch and Braider, 1991; Glaeser et al., 1992) . While this is simultaneously situated in the broader literature of Economic Geography, a complexity-angle might lend new insights into the same. Other scholars have vouched for them even more forcefully as "engines of growth" (Romer, 1986; Lucas, 1988) . All these theories deal with technological externalities, whereby innovations and improvements occurring in one firm increase the productivity of the other firms without full compensation (Glaeser et al., 1992) . Accordingly, knowledge externalities are expected to facilitate the recombination of different bits of productive knowledge that lead to growth.
The key idea of this article is that availability of knowledge externalities (as a specific type of externality) leads to growth (positive or negative) in complexity. In this sense, they are a complexity fostering mechanism, albeit not the only one. We shall test this hypothesis by regressing complexity growth-as measured by the Regional Economic Complexity Index (RECI)-on the system's characteristics (or available "variety") that are conducive for knowledge spillovers as per endogenous growth theories. Furthermore, we investigate which variety of knowledge spillovers leads to complexity growth in the case of Colombia: Marshall-Arrow-Romer (MAR), Jacobs or Porter.
The literature stands indecisive as to which variety of knowledge externalities are most important for economic growth-which can together be referred to as the theories of dynamic externalities (Glaeser et al., 1992 )-for they explain economic growth in the region, in comparison to the theories of static externalities which focus on why industry specializes and its choice of location. Location externalities are discussed by Lichtenberg (1960) , Henderson (1986 Henderson ( ,1991 , Arthur (1990) , and Rotemberg and Saloner (2000) , among others. Another group of static externalities-urbanization externalities-are discussed by Lichtenberg (1960) , Murphy et al. (1988) and Krugman (1990 Krugman ( , 1991 .
Since it is often not possible to directly observe the origin and scale of externalities in a complex economic system, we infer their existence and variety from the conditions that must hold true for them to be available in the system. Which is to say that if knowledge externalities are available, (a) diversity of the economic base of the region and; (b) local competition within the geographical area under investigation should be significant predictors of growth in economic complexity.
On a broad note, we seek to test the following model:
Diversity þ Competition + ðKnowledge spilloversÞ + Complexity growth Given that the extent and impact of externalities is very difficult to trace in a complex system (because of its intricate interdependencies and in particular, emergent behaviour), the direct measurement of externalities is a challenging task. The chain of causality is extremely hard to trace, if not completely lost. Hence, we explicitly assume that knowledge spillovers are not directly observable and infer their presence through the system's characteristics.
The next section clarifies the meaning of a complex system and our working definition of economic complexity, listing key characteristics of complex systems, before turning to the dynamics of complexity growth.
Understanding economic complexity Definition. The literature on the applications of complexity science to economics contains no strict definition of "complexity". The term "complexity" ultimately refers to the connective structure (or lack thereof) of a system (Foster, 2005) . What distinguishes complex systems is the way they exhibit emergent selforganizing behaviour, driven by co-evolutionary interactions, and an adaptive capacity that enables them to rearrange their internal structure spontaneously (Martin and Sunley, 2007) . Complexity arises whenever a system-technical, social, or natural-has multiple interdependent parts. The human body, bees in a hive, a soccer team, and international banking are all examples of complex systems-they consist of many components and interdependencies that can change unpredictably and frequently (Sull and Eisenhardt, 2015) . This resonates closely with Antonelli's (2011) criticism of the new growth theories, emphasizing the idiosyncratic character of knowledge spillovers in complex systems, which themselves exhibit such behaviour.
There is, however, a broad consensus on the characteristics that identify a particular system as complex or not. Johnson (2007) defines complexity science as "the study of the phenomena which emerge from a collection of interacting objects" 3 listing the following features/components, which characterize any complex system: (a) The system contains a collection of many interacting "agents"; (b) The agents' behaviour is affected by memory or "feedback"; (c) The agents can adapt their strategies according to their history; (d) The system is typically "open"; (e) The system appears to be "alive"; (f) The system exhibits "emergent phenomena", which are generally surprising, and may be extreme; (g) The emergent phenomena typically arise in the absence of a central controller and (h) The system shows a complicated mix of ordered and disordered behaviour.
With these characteristics in mind, it is not hard to see that we live in a complex system-the global economy-and equally complex sub systems like national economies. While a simple example of a stock market crash easily exemplifies all of these features simultaneously; this study emphasizes one fundamental aspect of complex systems: the interdependence of agents, which is fostered through interactions. And were it for the lack of direct interactions, as one might argue in the case of externalities where the action of one economic agent affects the other, there is one thing that is flowing through the system that makes it complex: information 4 . The result is a system that appears to be "alive" or as if with a life of its own. Hence, interdependencies between interacting agents is a necessary condition for complexity behaviour to arise within a system. Once the economy or an ecosystem is identified as a complex system, modelling complexity can take the form of taking into account these interdependencies to understand economic phenomena and predict economic outcomes. Importantly, the degree of complexity of the system depends on the scale we analyse it at.
Economic complexity is, thus, the study of interdependencies among interacting economic agents in all spheres of economic activity.
Measuring economic complexity. The application of complexity science to economics is relatively new, compared to other disciplines (for example, biology). So far, no one measure of economic complexity can be credited with being the most robust one, exactly because what makes a system complex also makes it unpredictable and idiosyncratic, embedding various levels interdependencies which are challenging to model. Accordingly, a good measure of economic complexity would then be the one that can explicitly takes in account the interdependencies in the system. For not only the agents in the system are important, but equally important are the linkages between them, and these linkages cannot be the property of any one individual (Antonelli, 2011) .
This invariably calls for a networks-based analysis of the system. Indeed, Networks Theory has become the basic warehouse of complexity science just as the IS-LM framework for the general equilibrium models.
This study adapts the Economic Complexity Index (ECI) as a proxy for the measurement of economic complexity. A very specific formulation of economic complexity, where "the complexity of an economy is related to the multiplicity of useful knowledge embedded in it; expressed in the composition of its productive output and reflected in the structures that emerge to hold and combine knowledge" (Hausmann et al., 2014) ; it analyses and infers the knowledge embedded in networks of individuals and organizations as reflected in the mix of products an economy is able to make. In other words, the ECI reflects the total amount of productive knowledge in an economy.
Why is the growth of economic complexity good for an economy? The literature has established that the way countries progress is by slowly moving up the value chains -from low complexity to high complexity products. Variety growth is then required for the long term continuation of economic development (Saviotti and Frenken, 2008) . Or, in other words economic growth has a direction. Countries commonly considered as developed are extremely diversified, exporting a large variety of products from very simple to very complex. At the same time countries generally considered "less developed" export only the products also exported by the majority of other countries (Cristelli et al., 2013) . Hausmann et al. (2014) claim that the complexity of the country is a more robust predictor of growth (measured in GDP per capita) compared to traditional measures like human capital (years of schooling), governance and institutional quality, natural resource endowment and so on. A host of empirical works have confirmed the relationship between ECI and GDP growth (Mejía, 2011; Regional Economic Outlook, 2015) . Hence, increase in economic complexity is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the growth of economies. Figure 1 shows the relationship between GDP per capita and ECI for 128 countries. Countries where natural resource exports are larger than 10% of GDP (red) tend to be significantly richer than what would be expected given the complexity of their economies, while countries where natural resource exports are lower than 10% of GDP (blue) have a combined R-square of 0.75. In other words, the Economic Complexity Index accounts for 75% of the variance. ECI correlates strongly with the income of both groups. Source: Hausmann et al. (2014) , reproduced from the Atlas of Economic Complexity. This figure is covered by a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
The question is all the more important for developing countries and emerging economies. Although we only analyze the case of Colombia in this particular study, similar analysis can be undertaken for any country. Several other countries in the region have experienced a decline in diversification and complexity over recent years, including large or fast-growing economies, such as Brazil, Mexico, Chile and Peru. The findings are then relevant for the entire Latin American region which suffers from a relatively narrow economic base with strong dependence on commodity exports compared to advanced economies and the newly industrialized Asian countries (which can be thought of as a reference point for successful economic convergence), but similar to what is observed among other emerging markets and developing economies (Regional Economic Outlook, 2015) .
The dynamics of complexity growth. What does it mean for economic complexity to grow or evolve? How do we know if a system is more/less complex over time? How can we compare two systems in terms of their relative complexities? The answers to these questions require a dynamic understanding of complexity.
The next section discusses how the literature in the past 100 years has witnessed an emerging consensus on the role of positive knowledge externalities in regional economic growth. Since we explicitly start with the assumption that the economy depicts the characteristics of a complex system, we now ask: How does the complexity of a system grow? Keeping in mind Hausmann et al.'s formulation of economic complexity presented in Section 2.2, growth in complexity is, accordingly, the growth in the total amount of productive knowledge in the economy. From the literature, we know that knowledge grows through re-combinatory processes where new knowledge builds on previous knowledge.
Hence, if indeed economic complexity or the total amount of productive knowledge in the economy grows over time, there has to be a mechanism to foster complexity growth. This study suggests that externalities (both positive and negative)-the divergence between private and social costs/benefits which then become part of the utility/production function of the agents it affects-are one such mechanism, for it creates ever increasing interdependencies between agents and various subsystems.
How are externalities a complexity fostering mechanism? On a broad note, the presence of externalities means that the impact of the actions of one economic agent has direct or indirect bearings on the other agents in the system. Increasing interdependence is caused by the presence of external effects in the system and is in fact, the consequence of the presence of externalities. Externalities are thus, endogenous to the system. They arise from the system, impacting its macro structure and in turn yield newer and greater external effects. As Brian Arthur says, "the system is constantly reinventing itself". And given that interdependence of agents is a key feature of a complex system, greater interdependence is invariably associated with higher interactions, resulting in greater spillovers. A city is an excellent example of a complex system where production is highly specialized and no one agent is completely self-sufficient. Greater the density of population in a city, higher the number of interactions among agents.
Knowledge externalities in economic thought: a brief summary of the literature Positive externalities largely focuses on the role of knowledge spillovers in economic growth and the challenges in appropriation of knowledge, thus calling for policy support in terms of direct investment or subsidies, along with strict property rights.
The nature of information (or knowledge) as an economic good has been elaborated upon by Arrow (1962) as limited by the three classical reasons for the failure of perfect competition to achieve optimality in resource allocation: indivisibilities, nonappropriability and uncertainty.
This challenge of information/knowledge 5 "appropriability" or the inevitable "divergence between private and social costs/ benefits" has been explored in the literature over the decades.
Knowledge externalities directly contribute to economic growth of the local region in terms of the knowledge (technological or otherwise) that the agents receive from others without paying for it, thanks to the very nature of knowledge which is not fully appropriable. This means that not all agents have to pay the full cost of acquiring knowledge, making this positive externality available in the system. At the same time, previous knowledge is a necessary input for creating new knowledge. We create new knowledge by standing on the shoulders of the giants (Antonelli et al., 2015) . Importantly, the degree of the available knowledge spillovers depends on the relative geographical proximity to the producer of knowledge (Jaffe et al., 1993; Audretsch and Feldman, 2004) ; spillovers are stronger in close proximity to knowledge producers. Firms are able to appropriate only a fraction of the knowledge they produce, which then spills over into the system. The insight comes from Griliches (1979) who highlighted the role of positive knowledge externalities as the divergence between social and private returns on R&D expenditures (Antonelli, 2011) . Accordingly, greater knowledge spillovers can be expected in dense areas, characterized by high interactions.
The varieties of knowledge externalities and expected coefficients. The debate in the literature concerning spillovers that are key to the growth of economic systems, mainly focuses on three varieties of it: MAR, Porter and Jacobs. MAR externalities are maximized with high local specialization and local monopoly, while according to Jacobs (1970) , knowledge externalities are most easily available between industries, while local competition plays an important role in the early adoption of new technology. Porter (1990) , on the other hand, favours specialization along with local competition. Although all of them have implications for economic growth, the theories of dynamic knowledge externalities differ along two lines: first, they differ in whether knowledge spillovers come from within the industry or from other industries; second, they differ in their predictions of how local competition affects the impact of these knowledge spillovers on growth (Glaeser et al., 1992) .
Introduced by Marshall (1890) , and subsequently developed by Arrow (1962) and Romer (1986) , "MAR externalities" were consolidated by Glaeser et al. (1992) in their search for dynamic externalities as a factor explaining growth of city-industries in the United States. The Marshallian thesis emphasizes the concentration of an industry in a geographical region that allows knowledge to spill over between firms within the industry as Audretsch and Feldman (2004) quotes Krugman (1991) in his proposing a new theory of economic geography: "What is the most striking feature of the geography of economic activity? The short answer is surely concentration... production is remarkably concentrated in space". At the same time, MAR theories favours local monopoly over local competition as monopoly rights provide innovators the economic incentive for further innovation. Porter, on the other hand, favours local competition over local monopoly. According to him, it is competition that provides the incentive to innovate (firms compete to survive). He favours specialization over diversification. Jacobs, in her theories concerning growth of cities, argues that it is the crossfertilization of ideas across industries that sets the stage for knowledge spillovers to flow. Jacobs (1970) believes that the most important knowledge transfers come from outside the core industry (Glaeser et al., 1992) .
In summary, MAR externalities are maximized with high local specialization and local monopoly while according to Jacobs (1970) , knowledge externalities are most easily available between industries with local competition playing an important role in the early adoption of new technology. Porter (1990) , on the other hand, favours specialization along with local competition. ARTICLE PALGRAVE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1057 DOI: 10. /palcomms.2016 Accordingly, in our empirical investigation, we expect negative signs of the coefficients of Diversity and Competition in case MAR externalities are available in the system. On the other hand, we expect positive coefficients of Diversity and Competition in case the system is characterized by Jacobs externalities. Porter externalities is an intermediate case, where we expect a negative coefficient of Diversity and a positive coefficient of Competition. Table 1 provides a quick summary of the types of knowledge externalities and the expected signs of the coefficients of Diversity and Competition corresponding to each.
The empirical evidence on the famed "MAR versus Jacobs" debate remains very context specific. For example, Van der Panne (2004) finds evidence in the favour of Marshallian specialization in the Dutch case, where regional innovativeness is investigated through innovation counts, with high "local competition" within an industry playing a negative role in its innovativeness. Similarly, Henderson (1986) finds evidence for increase in factor productivity because of specialization in Brazil. In contrast, Glaeser et al. (1992) find evidence that supports inter-industrial spillovers for the case of 170 U.S. cities, consistent with Jacobs' views.
Paci and Usai (1999) find evidence supporting both Specialization (Marshall) and Diversity (Jacobs) externalities at the same time, in the case of Italy. Antonelli et al. (2015) conclude the same for their study of patent data from 27 European Union countries, using the "size of the regional stock of knowledge" as a proxy for Marshall externalities and ECI as a proxy for Jacobs externalities 6 .
Convergence or divergence driven by knowledge externalities.
A related stream of literature on technological convergence or divergence (and their causes and dynamics thereof) is readily applicable to this study. It explores the possibility of convergence of productivity among firms, thanks to the knowledge externalities available from more productive firms to the less productive ones. These are the so-called Schumpeterian growth models, where convergence is expected from knowledge spillovers. For instance, Fung (2005) shows that R&D expenditures being the same, the followers in technology will eventually catch up with the leaders, because they receive knowledge spillovers from the leaders.
Another stream of literature builds on the neoclassical growth models pioneered by Solow (1956) , where convergence is a result of decreasing returns in physical or human capital accumulation. Antonelli (2011) discusses the process of technological convergence among firms through knowledge recombination, which exploits complementary technologies (moving more and more towards the periphery of the core technologies), with diminishing returns to recombination that eventually set in. Hence, both sets of growth models discuss convergence but with different factors leading to it. Accordingly, we only check for the Schumpeterian explanation of a possible convergence in our study, which occurs due to the availability of knowledge externalities.
Since ECI is, in fact, a measure of the total amount of knowhow in an economy (technological or otherwise), as reflected in its product composition, we maintain that the literature on technological convergence or divergence has key insights to offer. Accordingly, we seek to find evidence suggestive of either variety of knowledge externalities and understand their role in the growth of complexity in Colombia.
Economic complexity and knowledge externalities in Colombia: empirical evidence Colombia provides an interesting case study for economic complexity growth. The country witnessed a steady GDP growth over the past few years (one of the highest in Latin America; 6.9% in 2007) albeit suffering from a painful depression in 1999. In our study, we seek to analyse growth in economic complexity of Colombia from 1997 to 2011. Although we envision a probable impact of the recession in the years immediately following it, we think that the period spanning 12 years from 1999 to 2011 is also expected to have provided adequate time for economic recovery. As a historically agrarian economy, the industry is Colombia is less mature compared to its American and European counterparts over the period of 1997-2011. During the same years and more recently too, the Colombian economy has seen a boom in the export of petroleum oils (crude and refined) and coal briquettes leading to an appreciation in its currency and contraction of its domestic economy (in terms of employment, output as well as exports from non-natural resource sectors), thus presenting a classic case of "Dutch disease". Figure 2 illustrates the share of fuels and manufactures exports as a percentage of merchandise exports of Colombia from 1962-2011. Clearly, the percentage share of fuel exports by Colombia is rapidly increasingly, simultaneously crowding out manufactures exports, particularly in recent years.
We believe that these are important dynamics of the Colombian economy that should serve as the broader context in which the study can be situated, even though we only concern ourselves with the manufacturing sector of Colombia. More specifically, our thrust remains on understanding the domestic dynamics as evident from knowledge externalities rather than broader macroeconomic trends which have, nevertheless, been analysed by various other studies. There is a broad consensus in the literature that the Colombian economy is undergoing a process of deindustrialization (Botta et al., 2014) . The average RECI growth in Colombian municipalities (the geographical unit for our analysis) from 1997-2011 is in fact, negative at − 0.38. This is in line with the trend of boom in natural resource exports and an overall decline in manufacturing sector exports (Fig. 2) . The "Convergence hypothesis" is discussed as a possible explanation of such a trend in the conclusion. 
Data

Construction of the data set
Years of observation. The panel dataset studied is derived from the Annual Manufacturing Survey or Encuesta Anual Manufacturera 7 of Colombia on output, employment, wages and number of firms per municipality per ISIC 4-digit industry classification (revision 3) for all years from 1995-2013. 8 The largest difference in economic complexity is intuitively assumed to be observed over longer periods, allowing sufficient time for new and highly complex industries to emerge and develop. In other words, structural change can only be witnessed in the medium or the long term. Which is why longer the time frame, the more meaningful the comparison is expected to be.
Our dataset compares years 1997 and 2011, rather than 1995 and 2013 because of the non-availability of data on certain industries in years 1995-1996. This is clear from Fig. 4 . Also, the year 2012 witnessed the transition from the 3-digit industry classification to 4-digit classification, resulting in some significant outliers. Hence, 1997 and 2011 will serve as our years of comparison in this study. Figure 4 plots the available data on all 2-digit level manufacturing industries, 1995 industries, -2011 industries, . Year 1995 industries, and 1996 have been dropped from the dataset because of the non-availability of data on industries 15-30 as per the ISIC 2-digit classification.
Choice of municipalities. The largest spillovers or externalities are expected in the biggest municipalities. For if indeed it is true that knowledge externalities are available because of interactions among agents, stronger evidence should be available in areas where there are greater number of interactions (Jacobs, 1970 (Jacobs, , 1984 Glaeser et al., 1992) , thus justifying the creation of a subset of the largest municipalities. Smaller municipalities with a small number of workers are less interesting for our study. We let the data speak for itself in this case. A quick look at Fig. 5 highlights that the top 50 municipalities (ranked by the number of employees) is an appropriate sample for testing our hypothesis. Figure 5 ranks all municipalities (total o250) by employment or the total number of workers (across all manufacturing industries) in each municipality, where the municipality with the highest employment is ranked 1. Clearly, there is a huge difference between the biggest and the smallest municipality, with Bogotá, D.C. being the biggest municipality and Valledupar being the smallest municipality in Colombia in terms of employment across all manufacturing industries in 1997.
Setting the cut off at the 50 biggest municipalities in 1997, we obtain a matrix of 1100 observations (50 municipalities × 22 industries). These 50 municipalities are then matched with their 2011 entries-only retaining data on these 50 municipalities in order to study the complexity dynamics in the same municipalities over time. Accordingly, we obtain a matrix of 1100 observations for 2011 as well.
Aggregation by industry. Since the original data is disaggregated at the 4-digit industry code-which is required for calculating the RECI-we aggregate the variables "output", "wages", "employment" and "number of firms" up to the 2 digit classification of industries which is then used for calculating our "Competition" and "Diversity" indexes. As a result, we obtain the values of these variables per municipality per 2-digit industry. This municipalityindustry data is subsequently used to test the hypothesis: Are inter or intra industrial externalities (from the available "urban variety" and local competition during the base year) significant predictors of change in complexity over time?
Since our data is at the lowest available geographical level of disaggregation (municipalities), it arguably lends a very close look at the dynamics occurring at the regional level. This stands in contrast with Glaeser et al.'s, 1992 paper where they create "cities" by aggregating American counties for testing the conditions for knowledge spillovers. At the same time, our study retains all 22 industries which constitute "manufacturing" (according to the ISIC 4-digit classification), as against only the 6 fastest growing city-industries in Glaeser et al., 1992. Description of the data. To get a better sense of the data, descriptive statistics of key variables are briefly summarized in this section. Table 2 provides a summary of the variables. The values of RECI-our dependent variable-range between − 9.407 and 4.620 with mean value of − 0.384 and standard deviation of 2.548. The negative mean of RECI growth underlines an average fall in the complexity of Colombian municipalities. Explanatory variable average "Diversity" of a municipality assumes values between 0.057 and 0.213, where the most diverse municipality has the smallest value and the least diverse municipality has the highest value. The mean of variable average Diversity is 0.135 with a standard deviation of 0.047. The second explanatory variable average "Competition" in a municipality across all industries has minimum value of 0.046 and maximum value of 9.835, with a mean of 2.841 and standard deviation of 2.119. Higher values of this variable point towards greater competition across all industries in a municipality. A detailed discussion of all variables and their construction follows later in this section. Tables 3 and 4 compare the five largest and five smallest municipalities by total employment in 1997 to their subsequent total employment in 2011, respectively. Notably, all of them saw a significant decrease in their employment from 1997 to 2011 except for two of the smallest municipalities in our sample (El Cerrito and Cajicá) . This is in line with the macroeconomic trends in the Colombian economy, which is witnessing a contraction in manufacturing sector employment and exports. Table 5 lists the ten largest municipality-industries by their output (in Colombian pesos) in 1997 in our sample. With the data at municipality-industry 2-digit level 9 for each year, it gives a descriptive picture of the biggest industries with their respective municipalities. "Food products and beverages" in Bogotá, D.C. is the biggest municipality-industry in Colombia in 1997. As the table shows, it is also the biggest municipality-industry in Cali, Medellín and Barranquilla, thus appearing 4 times in the list in total. "Chemical and chemical products" is the second biggest municipality-industry in Bogotá, D.C. and the fourth largest in Cali. The remaining four largest municipality-industry are "Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel" (Barrancabermeja), "Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers" (Bogotá, D.C.), "Textiles" (Bogotá, D.C.) and "Rubber and plastics products" (Bogotá, D.C.). Their respective outputs are listed in table 5. Tables 6 and 7 list the five municipalities that witnessed the highest RECI growth from 1997 to 2011 and the five municipalities that witnessed the lowest RECI growth over the same period.
RECI growth. Contrary to intuition, the average complexity of the 50 largest municipalities in Colombia actually reduces from 0.071 in 1997 to 0.051 in 2011. This means a − 0.38 growth in RECI. This can be understood as the decrease over time in the number of products, and how complex they are in turn, that Colombia produces competitively (as measured by RECI), rather than decrease in the growth rate of municipalities in terms of their GDP. Indeed, the municipalities might in fact be growing, but with a decreasing diversity in their product basket. Construction of the variables ECI. We adapt the ECI proposed by Hausmann et al. (2014) as the RECI for our study, as in Farra et al. (2015) . Although most studies have used the index for country level analysis (measuring what a country competitively exports with RCA41), it can easily be adapted for any geographical unit (measuring what a region competitively produces with RCA41). Given that it is increasingly recognized that the engines of national economic performance are sub-national technology districts that are characterized by strong ties between regional actions (Scott, 1993; Storper, 1995 and Feldman, 1999) , we argue that our study design (anchored at the municipality level) provides a more rigorous assessment of the availability of knowledge externalities.
Formally: Define a Matrix M rp that is I if a region r produces product p, and 0 otherwise. Diversity and Ubiquity are measured as the sum of rows and columns of this matrix.
These two measures are simultaneously used to correct the other. For a given region, calculate the average ubiquity of the products it exports and the average diversity of the regions that produce those products 11 . This can be expressed as follows:
Inserting (4) into (3), to obtain:
Rewriting:
where,
Equation (7) is satisfied when k r;N ¼ k r;NÀ2 ¼ 1: This, in turn, is the eigenvector of e M rr 0 which is associated with the largest eigenvalue. This eigenvector is a vector of 1s, hence the eigenvector associated with the second highest eigenvalue captures the largest amount of variance in the system. This is Hidalgo-Hausmann (HH) measure of economic complexity.
Thus, RECI is defined as
(where o 4 represents an average, stdev stands for the standard deviation) And:K = Eigenvector of e M rr 0 associated with the second largest eigenvalue.
The absolute values of RECI are then used to rank regions in terms of their relative complexity vis-a-vis other regions. Higher complexity renders a region a higher rank in RECI and lower rank corresponds to lower complexity. The region with the highest RECI value is ranked 1 and so on.
For the purposes of this study, a measure of change in complexity over time is sought. The RECI value corresponding to each municipality is only meaningful in relation to all other municipalities over time. Hence, we normalize RECI values of both base year (1997) and the current year (2011) by their mean by dividing each value of RECI by the mean value of the distribution. We then calculate the growth rate of RECI from 1997 to 2011 for each municipality using normalized RECI values. This is our measure of RECI growth. It can be expressed as follows:
where RECI' are normalized by their means.
Competition. This index calculates how competitive each industry is in each municipality. The study adapts Glaeser et al.'s (1992) measure of local competition in a municipality as the number of firms per worker in an industry in a given municipality relative to the number of firms per worker in this industry in all 50 Colombian municipalities in our sample.
Competition ¼
Firms in municipalityÀindustry Workers in municipalityÀindustry Firms in Colombia industry Workers in Colombia industry
where "Colombia industry" refers to the 50 Colombian municipalities in our sample and not the total number of municipalities in Colombia.
We then take the average of the "Competition" in each municipality-industry, to arrive at the average competition in each municipality across all industries. This ensures that the analysis is at the same level-municipality-as the other variables in our regression equation 12 .
One of the benefits of using this index is that it is calculated in relation to the national (sample) average; in other words, it normalizes local competition with the national average. This "correction" is extremely useful when applied to a developing country manufacturing dataset because many industries are still in their infant stage 13 . Competition hence, represents number of firms per worker per industry per municipality compared to the sample average (50 biggest municipalities). Average Competition represents the number of firms per worker (across all industries) in the municipality in question, compared with the sample average. Accordingly, greater average competition represents more firms per worker in a municipality and vice versa. This measure ranges between 0.04 and 9.83 in our dataset.
Diversity. The current study devises a new variable of "diversity in production" for each municipality (not to be confused with the diversity statistic that goes in the construction of RECI). Just like the RECI and Average Competition, "Diversity" is calculated at the level of municipality.
We calculate this variable is by taking the ratio of the output of a single industry in a municipality relative to the total output of that municipality across all industries, thus arriving at a vector of relative shares of all industries in a municipality. Since we do not have any information about the distribution of such a vector, we simply take the standard deviation of this distribution. The result is a unique value for each municipality that we use as a measure of the "diversity" of a municipality. The closer this value is to 0, the more diverse the municipality and the farther it is from 0, the less diverse the municipality. The limit cases would be a municipality whose output is say, equally split between all 22 industries and a municipality all of whose output comes from one industry. In the former case, the standard deviation of such a distribution (1/22, 1/22, 1/22…) would be 0, whereas in the latter case, the standard deviation of a municipality all of whose output comes from one industry (1, 0, 0…) would be 0.213.
Suppose we are calculating the diversity of the ith municipality with n number of industries where the share of each industry's output is denoted by O 1 ; O 2 ; O 3 ; y; O n and O T is the total output of the ith municipality, then, formally:
Figure 7 plots the number of municipalities against their respective diversity values, for 1997 and 2011 respectively to lend a visual sense to the distribution of the variable, Diversity.
The key strength of this measure is its intuitive appeal; the standard deviation accounts for the "spread of the distribution" of the relative share of each industry in a geographical area under consideration. The index simultaneously accounts for the presence of an industry (however small or large, as long as it generates some output) while preserving information regarding the relative output of each industry in the total manufacturing output of the geographical area.
In a host of related studies, alternative variables have been used by scholars for measuring specialization, diversity and competition. Paci and Usai (1999) use the production specialization index (PS) and a separate production diversity index (PD). Van der Panne (2004) employs the same PS and PD indexes from Paci and Usai (1999) along with "Competition" measured on similar lines as Glaeser et al. (1992) . These studies maintain that a geographical region can be simultaneously diverse and specialized in a particular industry. Similar analysis can be undertaken for our study. A variable for "Specialization" can be added, which would check for industry-level specialization within a municipality, for example. However, it would likely necessitate aggregating the data into bigger geographical units than municipalities to allow for this variability. 14 One criticism of the regression model can be a potential endogeneity problem as a certain measure of "diversity" goes in the construction of the RECI, and another is one of the key explanatory variables in our regression model. To address this, the most important thing to consider is the following: where the HH variable of "diversity" is the simple summation of the total number the products that a municipality produces (with higher values representing greater diversity), our variable of diversity is the standard deviation of the distribution of the relative shares of each industry in a given municipality (with lower values representing greater diversity and higher values representing lower diversity). By using growth in RECI as our dependent variable (rather than the absolute values of RECI in 2011), a possible endogeneity problem should stand corrected as we are only measuring the change in complexity as our dependent variable.
Control variable-Normalized RECI, 1997. The normalized RECI of the base year (1997)-the variable NormRECI1997-serves as an important control in the RECI-growth regression model. Controlling for the complexity of the municipalities in the base year facilitates the measurement of the pure impact of externalities, which in turn is because of average Diversity and average Competition within the municipalities. At the same time, the relationship between base RECI values and RECI growth is clarified by the coefficient of this variable. This helps in identifying the general trend of complexity growth in Colombian municipalities, thus lending a bigger picture view.
RECI-growth regression model. The study uses regression analysis to test the stated hypothesis: Do knowledge externalities lead to growth in economic complexity of Colombian municipalities?
The general model is as follows:
RECIgrowth ¼ a þ bDiversity þ gCompetition þ dNormECI1997 þ y Where, RECIgrowth is the dependent variable-a proxy for measuring growth in economic complexity in the system. Diversity and Competition are the two explanatory variables, representing the characteristics (or the available variety in the system) which make available dynamic knowledge externalities and NormRECI1997 is the normalized (by mean) RECI of the base year (1997) in our analysis, starting from which we infer which variety of knowledge externalities-if at all-were available in Colombian municipalities. It serves as a key control in the model, but not only. Its coefficient also points out (as we shall see in the results) the unexpected but interesting and explicable negative relationship between RECIgrowth and RECI 1997 (base year) values. θ is the error term. Table 8 summaries the results of the linear regression 15 models. The following points summarize the results 1. The significant negative coefficient of Diversity 16 points towards the inverse relationship between the average Diversity of the manufacturing base of Colombian municipalities in 1997 and RECI growth. Note that the range of the variable Diversity is 0.057 to 0.213 in our sample while the coefficient of Diversity ranges between − 21.132 to − 2.195 in our regression models. Hence, whether the municipalities were more or less diverse in 1997, there is a negative relationship between RECI growth and the diversity of municipalities. 2. The significant negative coefficient of Competition underlines that higher the number of firms per worker in 1997, lower the RECI growth. However, note that Competition is not a significant explanatory variable after controlling for Diversity (models 3 and 4).
3. The significant negative coefficient of RECI1997 depicts an inverse relationship between RECI 1997 and growth of RECI: municipalities which had high RECI values in 1997 have a low RECI growth and municipalities which had low RECI values in 1997 witnessed high RECI growth. This is the most interesting finding of the study and indicate a convergence pattern in Colombian municipalities. Note that this is our control variable in regression model 4. 4. The negative signs of the "Diversity" and "Competition" coefficients provide evidence in support of MAR externalities. The results are robust and statistically significant (except Competition in models 3 and 4) even after controlling for RECI 1997.
Discussion of the results. The results presented above allow us to arrive at some tentative conclusions, keeping in mind the specific proxy we use for measuring economic complexity. This article attempts to measure the role of knowledge externalities on the growth of economic complexity as inferred from the Diversity and Competition of a region. In so doing, we develop a new variable for measuring the diversity of the economic base of a region. The evidencesuggestive of MAR or intra-industrial variety of externalities-is useful for understanding Colombia's industrial development and agglomeration dynamics in its manufacturing sector. The first possible theoretical explanation of the results can be that specialization is important for the effective transmission of productive knowledge in the early stages of development of industries when firms tend to co-locate (Glaeser et al., 1992) . Accordingly, our results are in contrast with the works of Glaeser (1992) and Antonelli et al. (2015) who found that greater economic diversity and local competition (and hence the availability of Jacobs externalities) played a key role in the growth of American cities and production of new knowledge in European regions respectively, which are mature manufacturing economies.
Another possible explanation can be a mean reversion effect operating at the sub-national level in Colombia. If the initial level of diversity was too high for Colombian municipalities to sustain (given that production requires a set of complementary inputs), a fall in RECI can be reasonably expected. Indeed, Fig. 6 shows a clear convergence towards (what we can be called) the "mean" RECI value of municipalities from 2003 onwards, particularly the time period between 2005-2010. In the growth literature, the effect is well known and evidence for growth reversion to mean has been presented in various studies (Pritchett and Summers, 2014; Regional Economic Outlook, 2015) .
An interesting pattern of convergence emerges from the results. Municipalities that had high economic complexity have low RECI growth and vice versa. We run an additional model to seek further evidence on this convergence pattern. We regress RECI 2011 on RECI 1997, while controlling for Diversity and Competition. Table 9 summarizes the regression results.
There is a highly significant negative correlation between RECI 2011 and RECI 1997: municipalities that had high complexity in 1997 have lower complexity in 2011. This confirms the convergence pattern among municipalities. These results can be reasonably expected as these municipalities belong to the same country.
Further, it may be that knowledge externalities affect not only the complexity of the municipality they originate from, but also the complexity of other municipalities through inter-municipality spillovers. This can be the logical extension of the current study.
Convergence, in turn, can be because of three possible reasons:
1. Diminishing marginal returns on Competition and Diversity the amount of knowledge externalities they are able to generate (for high complexity municipalities). 2. Imitation by low complexity municipalities. Fung (2005) shows that R&D expenditures being the same, the followers in technological knowledge will catch up with the leaders as they receive knowledge spillovers from the leader. 3. Increased absorptive capacity of low complexity municipalities. Cohen and Levinthal (1989) find that intra-industry spillovers may encourage equilibrium industry R&D investment. Building on which, Aghion and Jaravel (2015) argue that the notion of absorptive capacity has important implications for convergence and divergence due to knowledge spillovers. The absorptive capacity of the low complexity municipality "in self-reinforcing feedback cycles can result in either convergence or divergence" (Aghion and Jaravel, 2015) .
Panel regression model. One limitation of the analysis presented above is that it does not account for the unobserved heterogeneity between municipalities. We hence undertake a panel data analysis in this section while including municipality fixed effects and municipality wages and employment as controls. Essentially, we aim to remove the effect of time-invariant characteristics unique to each municipality from the regression analysis. The simplest way forward then would be to include n-1 dummies (where n = the number of municipalities; 50 in our sample) in the regression model. However, that's too many units of observation and too few time periods. Including 49 additional intercepts sacrifices a lot of degrees of freedom, leaving the model susceptible to picking more noise than signal. Hence, we prepare a smaller sample of the 10 biggest municipalities in Colombia in 1997, with data on each year, from 1997-2011 to test our hypothesis that knowledge externalities are a significant predictor of the economic complexity of a region. These municipalities (in the order of size, starting from the biggest) are: Bogotá, D.C., Medellín, Cali, Barranquilla, Itagüí, Yumbo, Manizales, Bucaramanga, Palmira and Cartagena de Indias. We also include wages and employment as controls in the model. Table 10 provides a summary of the variables. An important consideration for panel data regression is choosing the right estimator. We use the Durbin-WuHausman 17 test for fixed versus random effects model. The test checks the difference between the coefficients of a fixed effects model and a random effects model. Since the χ 2 test (7.88) yields a value greater than the p-value (0.019) when we run the Hausman test, we reject the null hypothesis that the difference in the fixed and random effect coefficients is zero. This means that the difference in the coefficients is statistically significant and we would have to use a fixed effects model. Table 11 reports the results of the panel regression analysis.
The significant positive coefficient of Diversity provides evidence for Jacobs externalities, where higher the diversity in production in a given region, greater the complexity over time. This can also be interpreted as "unrelated variety" being crucial for complexity growth. The coefficient of Competition is insignificant in all variations of the fixed effects model. Model 4 controls for the mean wages and mean employment in each municipality (the most restrictive model) and in fact, shows a stronger impact of Diversity on RECI. The coefficient of Diversity increased to 6.055.
Discussion of the results. The linear regression model (with RECI growth as the independent variable) including 50 biggest municipalities in 1997 provides evidence for a convergence pattern favoring MAR externalities. On the other hand, with a panel data approach over the same time period (including data from all years but restricting the sample to 10 biggest municipalities), we still find the coefficient of diversity to be highly significant, although this time with a positive coefficient indicative of Jacobs externalities. The fixed effects model confirms evidence in favour of the stated hypothesis that the system characteristics (available variety)-generating specific externalities-is an important determinant of complexity growth. The two results are easy to reconcile. They state that the top 10 municipalities witnessed diversity based externalities (which is expected, given that the biggest municipalities have the most number of industries represented and hence greater possibility of horizontal spillovers), while when we broaden the sample that accounts for the top 50 municipalities, to understand long term effects, the overall diversity coefficient is negative, thus providing evidence for MAR externalities. This is in line with the fall in the economic complexity of Colombia over the years under investigation as it continues to specialize in natural resource based production and exports. We do not present the results of the panel regression involving all 50 municipalities in our sample, since such a specification is expected to pick more noise than signal, but as per our expectation, the coefficient of diversity is negative. In other words, the effect of the negative diversity (or specialization in production) of the next 40 municipalities (after the top 10) is stronger than the effect of the positive diversity coefficient of the top 10 municipalities, so the overall coefficient is negative. Even though there might be Jacob externalities (unrelated variety) available in the 10 biggest municipalities by employment, the overall trend is clearly convergent towards declining complexity in Colombia.
Conclusion and policy considerations. Externalities are the entry point to economic complexity (Antonelli, 2011) . They lead to growth in economic complexity because they increase the interdependence of interacting agents in the system.
In the case of Colombia, which witnessed a fall in its economic complexity from 1997-2011, our empirical tests provide evidence in favour of MAR externalities (greater specialization and less competition) as the coefficients of our explanatory variables have a negative sign. In particular, the negative relationship between RECI growth and RECI 1997 underlines a convergence pattern where municipalities ranking high in RECI in 1997 saw the lowest RECI growth and vice versa. The same is true for the panel regression model even though the 10 biggest municipalities have Jacobs externalities available within and between them. These are very interesting findings from a Complex Systems perspective and can be explained by the rich neo-classical and Schumpeterian literatures on convergence dynamics. The neoclassical growth theories attribute convergence to diminishing returns on physical or human capital accumulation, while the Schumpeterian thesis attributes convergence to knowledge spillovers. Even though we have evidence that clearly points towards diminishing returns on Competition and Diversity in Colombian municipalities, further analysis would be required to confirm the neo-classical hypothesis. On the other hand we have, in fact, checked for the Schumpeterian dynamics of convergence through knowledge externalities and indeed a trend of convergence between municipalities is evident. This stands in conformity with the macroeconomic trends in the Colombian economy which has witnessed extraordinary FDI flows (US$16.1 billion in 2014 alone), with a large part targeted at its natural resource extraction sector, with decreasing employment in and exports from manufacturing and agriculture sectors (UNCTAD, 2015) . In light of the Colombian Dutch disease, the municipalities show a trend of convergence towards lower levels of economic complexity due to knowledge spillovers both within and between municipalities. The added value of this study lies in an in-depth analysis of the role knowledge externalities play in complexity dynamics and that, at the lowest level of geographical disaggregation (municipalities). The results have important implications for policies aimed at building resilience through diversification of the economic base of the country. We show that spillovers-albeit growth enhancing-may not always be a positive force in the long term health of the economy. They form an important mechanism that drives the macroeconomic dynamics in the economy, regardless of the direction of change. The literature so far only explores their positive contribution to economic growth which is, arguably, only one side of the coin. Such an understanding is made possible because our explanatory variable is RECI rather than the conventional "output growth" or "productivity growth".
While indeed the Colombian economy is growing, its negative trend in complexity growth is detrimental for its manufacturing sector which is in fact, contracting as evident from the results.
The crowding out of non-commodity exports is undesirable, perhaps because the manufacturing sector has greater externalities for long-run growth (Frankel, 2012) . Colombia, however, is not the sole example of such decreasing complexity driven by commodity boom; various economies have suffered from Dutch disease or the "natural resource curse" (Norway, Ireland, Chile and so on). An important question is whether the country already has good institutions at the time that oil or other minerals are discovered, in which case it is more likely to be put to use for the national welfare instead of the welfare of an elite (Frankel, 2012) . Given that the Colombian government foresees a reduction in the production of oil from 2017 onwards, it might be wise for Colombia to use natural resource revenues to support a clear diversification strategy that could, at least partially, rebalance the development strategy it has followed so far (Botta et al., 2014) .
"Looking ahead, the key to improving longer-term growth prospects is to prioritize structural reforms and harness knowledge spillovers from greater openness, while preserving sound macroeconomic frameworks" (Regional Economic Outlook, 2015) .
Notes
1 Note that we do not add a separate variable to measure "Specialization" and at the same time, neither is specialization the reciprocal of our "Diversity" variable. The results we present point towards the availability of MAR externalities as inferred from the system's characteristics, rather than a direct measurement of knowledge spillovers. This necessitates careful handling of the two concepts. 2 Note that we use the terms "knowledge externalities" and "knowledge spillovers" interchangeably throughout the paper. Strictly speaking, these are "externalities" because agents receive knowledge without paying for its full cost. But at the same time, the literature seems to prefer the term "spillovers". This might be due to the following line of argument: Knowledge spillovers do not require any transaction between the producers and the recipients of the external effects: they can be considered the characteristic of the "atmosphere" of the districts in which firms are based (Antonelli, 2011) . 3 A common example of this crowd response is a financial market or the housing market where the spontaneous formation of a crowd of people who wish to sell-and hence effectively competing for buyers-can lead to a market crash in which the price falls dramatically in a short time. 4 For a fascinating discussion on the topic, see "The Information" (2011) by James Gleick. We envision future research work on the topic. 5 Over the last few decades, the difference between information and knowledge has become clear. Briefly, information can be defined as "organized data", "data endowed with relevance and purpose" or "interpreted data", whereas knowledge can be defined with the notions of empiricism and rationalism, that is, knowledge can only reside in one's mind and is the result of human experience and reflection based on a set of beliefs that are at the same time individual and collective. The high complexity of knowledge (as compared to information) lies in the critical role of human beings in processing, creating, carrying and using it. 6 One possible criticism of using ECI as a proxy for Jacobs externalities can be that the ECI contains much more information about the economic complexity of a region than the mere availability of inter-industrial externalities, as is assumed by Antonelli et al. (2015) . In fact, ECI seeks to explain the total amount of productive knowledge contained in an economy as expressed in the country's industrial composition. (Hausmann et al., 2014) 7 EAM is aimed at capturing the regional distribution and geographical concentration or dispersion of industrial activity in Colombia. 8 As per ISIC industry classification for all economic activity, classification numbers 15-39 constitute "manufacturing" activities. Hence, services are not included in this study. An interesting topic for future research can be to study whether knowledge externalities across services sector (or the whole array of economic activities) in Colombia lead to greater economic complexity over time. 9 Since we are interested in looking at inter-industry/intra-industry knowledge externalities as a predictor of growth in economic complexity, we aggregate the variables to arrive at 2-digit industry level classification even though the dataset details ISIC values at the 4-digit level of classification for each industry in each municipality which is too disaggregated for the purposes of this study. 10 Three outliers have been removed to facilitate the visualization. 11 Note that Hausmann et al. (2014) define a parallel measure for products -called the Product Complexity Index (PCI) -by calculating the average diversity of the regions that make those products and the average ubiquity of the other products that these regions make. 12 Both RECI and Diversity are unique values computed for each municipalitycharacteristic of a Colombian municipality and not a municipality-industry. 13 Other than Glaeser et al.'s (1992) formulation of market competition, the HerfindahlHirschman Index (HHI) is an accepted measure of market concentration and competition among market participants. However, the HHI is applicable at the level of each industry (in a region), rather than the region as a whole (municipality in this case). Secondly, HHI assigns weights to the share of each firm by a simple squaring of its relative market share. We argue that this measure, when applied to regions where industry is still in its infant stage, presents a distorted picture of the market (not to mention governance and institutional factors) particularly if simply averaged out for all industries in a given region. Thirdly, the HHI hinges upon the clear recognition of an industry (which in turn is subject to the problem of substitutability of products) which might be challenging at a broad level of classification as in our study. Finally, an obvious problem with defining a market is choosing its geographical scope. For example, a smaller municipality bordering a bigger one, might effectively be a single market for a particular industry, but applying the HHI would distort this. We opine that Glaeser et al.'s (1992) formulation is better suited for our study, for its simplicity and low dependence on the above mentioned variables. 14 Paci and Usai (1999) proposed a Production Diversity Index (PD), which can be compared to our proposed Diversity index. Essentially, PD calculates the reciprocal of the Gini coefficient based on the share of employment ordered ascendingly by size (x axis) and the share of industries in a given region (y axis). This is the essentially the Competition index proposed by Glaeser et al. (1992) that we adapt in the current study. As is apparent from the empirical literature on externalities, the choice of the variables is ultimately, a subjective decision. 15 Note that we tested the results by fitting Generalized Linear Models as well, and found them to be robust up to three decimal points. The significance of the coefficients stands unaffected. 16 The highly significant Diversity coefficient (even after controlling for base RECI values) confirms of our claim that the proposed "Diversity" index is able to capture the available variety in the system at the base year. Since the index is based on the relative share in output of all industries in a municipality, it is a confirmation of the thesis that the output composition has crucial bearing on generating knowledge spillovers. In other words, the output has additional predictive content-effectively, the knowledge intensity of goods-compared with other simple diversification indexes (Regional Economic Outlook, 2015) , which in turn rely on different variables for their construction. 17 The test evaluates the consistency of an estimator when compared to an alternative, less efficient, estimator which is already known to be consistent.
